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The right information has the potential to power your business, guide you to lucrative decisions,
and help you save money. But in today’s world of information overload, how do you capture
current, relevant data, and how do you isolate exactly what you need? Dresser Wayne offers
InSite, a Web-based business intelligence tool that provides applicable information when and
how you need it most. InSite delivers a comprehensive level of reporting capabilities giving you
a significant competitive advantage.
By collecting data at the sales transaction, InSite provides you with an accurate, “real time”
view into the dynamics of your business. Delivered as a hosted service through a secure browser,
InSite provides on-demand dashboards and reports to keep you and your management team
continuously informed. Know which products are selling at all times. Recognize where loss may
be occurring, and understand how to capitalize on promotional opportunities.
As the only business intelligence solution built specifically for convenience store operators,
InSite goes beyond other business information systems which only gather general inventory
and back-end data. It is an invaluable tool that helps you harness the power of information.

More control and less information overload
InSite was developed to help convenience store retailers make more money in a marginsensitive industry. Through in-depth analytics, InSite puts you in control of your inventory,
vendor relationships, employee management and business operations. Three modules are
tailored to match your chief concerns so you have the knowledge to reduce operating
expenses and increase profitability.
	Loss Prevention
Track point-of-sale events so you can monitor cashier performance, identify suspicious
activity, and catch company policy violations with InSite’s loss prevention reporting.
	Category Management
Through market basket analysis, InSite shows product sales performance by item, not
just category or sub-category. It highlights items that are selling frequently together to
help you plan promotions. It also tracks sales before, during and after marketing efforts
so you can determine promotional effectiveness.
	Sales and Operations
Sales transaction data gives you valuable insight into peak traffic periods, inventory
dynamics, stalled sales on particular items and customer buying patterns. The reports
keep you informed of pricing errors or out-of-stock situations.

Out-of-the-box integration
The InSite solution is the one of the fastest, most cost-effective ways to gain visibility into your
business through its on-demand, Web-based delivery model and packaged analytics. Online
dashboards and explorers enable anywhere, anytime access to customized reports. It seamlessly
overlays a wide range of leading point-of-sale, pricebook and backoffice systems to integrate
smoothly and inexpensively into your infrastructure. It also supports different POS systems at
various locations.
Our experts install the software and customize it to your existing system which immediately
and securely connects you to a hosted service. There is no need for modifications, upgrades
or additional servers or equipment. Plus, we provide one-on-one training on how to use the
simple reporting interface so you do not need technology knowledge or expertise. You can
immediately begin to experience the benefits of InSite.

A perfect complement to Dresser Wayne’s Nucleus®
Point-of-Sale System
Combined with Dresser Wayne’s Nucleus POS system, InSite is a powerful tool. It enhances
the reporting functionality of the Nucleus POS System to deliver unparalleled insight into
your operations. The most popular touchscreen POS system on the market today, the Nucleus
systems’ infrared technology and expertly-designed interface support your day-to-day business
activities easily and cost-effectively.

InSite delivers a new level of revenue-enhancing information
• Increase productivity and profitability with data that supports effective decisions
• Receive current, relevant reports easily and securely via the Internet
• Seamlessly overlays a wide range of POS, pricebook and backoffice systems
• Easy-to-use online explorers and dashboards

Standard Features
Category Management Module
• Decision support for assortment and promotion planning
• Based on actual sales transactions
• Create multiple category hierarchies from same database
• Invalid scanned UPC codes are identified for corrective action
• Item lists for selected category, sub-category and item tracking
Loss Prevention Module
• Shows what occurred in the store yesterday by cashier
• Reflects actual register events and sales transactions
• Cashiers have no opportunity to change or impact data
• Cashiers unaware that actual sales and point-of-sale events are being captured
and analyzed
• Customized company violations for quick identification
• Synthetic Key Performance Indicators (KPI) allow retailers to easily customize module
to reflect specific operations
• Identifies both best and worst performing cashiers
• Identifies loss prevention issues in minutes rather than days or weeks
• Quickly directs supervisors to problem issues
• Reduces shrink through greater command and control
Sales and Operations Module
• Based on actual sales transactions
• Allows tracking of sales by category, sub-category, item or group of items
• Shows when sales occur throughout the day for better labor matching
• Shows what items are not selling that should be selling
• Provides sales analysis over various time periods for performance measurement
• Measures sales per labor hour for budgetary and performance monitoring

Data Information Flow
With InSite, data flow is structured to move smoothly and securely from your store aisles and forecourts to management
desks where informed decisions can be made. Through secure Internet connections, strategic data is collected from sources
that provide the most insight into trends and events. Then it is organized and delivered in easily-accessible reports according
to business area and job function.

Product Diagram
InSite works with your current environment so you don’t have to invest in a whole new infrastructure. Compatible with
a wide range of backoffice and point-of-sale systems, InSite gathers valuable information that already exists in your
technology hierarchy. It distills data into convenient reports, dashboards and explorers giving you information you can use.
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